Dear colleagues!

We invite you to take part in the II International scientific and practical conference "Green Construction" based at the Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture.

The conference will take place:

- 13 April 2023 in a mixed mode at Art Studio 22 Art Hub, Valerii Lobanovskyi Avenue, 72, Kyiv, Ukraine.
- You'll have the opportunity to communicate on the real intensive "Green Roof";
- April 14, 2023 - online in Zoom

Participation in the conference is free!

General sponsor
Art studio 22 ART HUB

Media support
Media support

Tetiana Tkachenko, a Moderator of the conference
SECTIONS AND TOPICS OF THE CONFERENCE:

Section 1. Green Construction: Architecture, Urban Planning, Management:
1. Implementation of green construction projects in Ukraine and the World;
2. Green construction in architecture and urban planning;
3. Economic, organizational and management aspects of green construction;
4. Physical and functional comfort and quality of green buildings;
5. Legal aspects and regulation of green construction;
6. Transport strategies of green construction projects;
7. Effective post-war recovery in the concept of green construction;
8. Green structures and internal landscaping in the construction and operation of facilities.

Section 2. Environmental Aspects of Green Construction:
9. Environmental standards of building materials;
10. Operational and environmental risks of the construction industry;
11. Examination and monitoring of environmental damage from military operations;
12. Assessment of military risks to the environment.

Section 3. Energy Efficiency and Resource Saving:
13. Energy efficiency of construction projects;
14. Advanced engineering systems and technologies of green construction;
15. Effective use of land, water and other natural resources;
16. Recycling and disposal of construction waste;
17. Effective microclimate formation in "green construction";
18. Effective stormwater management strategies;
19. Increasing energy efficiency and saving resources with green structures.

The languages of the conference are Ukrainian and English

IMPORTANT CONFERENCE DATES
April 7, 2023 – the last day of submission of conference materials;
April 10, 2023 – sending out the program and links to the conference sessions;
April 13, 2023 - April 14, 2023 – performing the conference.

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

KULIKOV Petro
- Dr Hab., Prof., Rector of the Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;

CHERNYSHEV Denys
- Dr Hab., Prof., First Vice-Rector, Professor of the Department of Water Supply and Sewerage, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;

KOVALCHUK Oleksandr
- PhD, Assoc. Prof., Vice-Rector for Scientific Work and Innovative Development, Associate Professor of the Department of Technology of Construction Structures and Products, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;

BONDAR Anna
- Chairman of the Subcommittee on Urban Planning, Improvement and Land Relations Within the Built-Up area of the Committee on the Organization of State Power, Local Self-Government, Regional Development and Urban Planning of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine;

SEMENOVA Tetiana
- Deputy Head of the Kyiv Regional Council;

BERZINA Svitlana
- Deputy Head of the National Technical Standardization Committee TC 82 "Environmental Protection", President of
the All-Ukrainian Public Organization "Living Planet", Kyiv, Ukraine;

**PRYIMAK Oleksandr** – Dr Hab., Prof., Dean of the Faculty of Engineering Systems and Ecology, Acting Head of the Department of Thermotechnics, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;

**TKACHENKO Tetiana** – Dr Hab., Prof., Head of the Department of Environment Protection Technologies and Labour Safety, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine, a Moderator of the conference;

**VOLOSHKINA Olena** – Dr Hab., Prof., Professor of the Department of Environment Protection Technologies and Labour Safety, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;

**KRYVOMAZ Tetiana** – Dr Hab., Prof., Professor of the Department of Environment Protection Technologies and Labour Safety, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;

**KORDUBA Iryna** – PhD, Assoc. Prof., Associate Professor of the Department of Environment Protection Technologies and Labour Safety, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;

**SATIN Ihor** – PhD, temporary acting Deputy Director, Head of the Department of Urban Development and Waste Management of the State Enterprise "Research and Design and Technological Institute of Urban Economy", of the Department of Environment Protection Technologies and Labour Safety, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;

**HLYVA Valentyn** – Dr Hab., Prof., Head of the Physics Department, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;

**KHORUZHYI Victor** – Dr Hab., Prof., Head of the Department of Water Supply and Sewerage, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;

**NAZARENKO Ivan** – Dr Hab., Prof., Head of the Department of Construction Machinery, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture; President of the Academy of Construction of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine;

**MILEIKOVSKY Viktor** – Dr Hab., Prof., Professor of the Heat-Gas Supply and Ventilation Department, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;
PEREHINETS Ivan – PhD, Assoc. Prof., Director of the Scientific and Technical Centre of the Academy of Construction of Ukraine, Head of Department No. 45 of the Academy of Construction of Ukraine "Interdisciplinary scientific and production cluster of innovative construction", Kyiv, Ukraine; founder of the Service Cooperative "Dwelling-Construction Cooperative "Affordable Dwelling of Ukraine", urban village Borodyanka, Ukraine;

KUZ Mykola – Dr Hab., Prof., President of the Academy of Technical Sciences of Ukraine, Professor of the Department of Information Technologies of Vasyl Stefanyk Prekarpathian National University, Ivano-Frankivsk, Ukraine;

KHRUTBA Viktoriya – Dr Hab., Prof., Head of the Department of Ecology and Environmental Protection Technologies, National Transport University, Kyiv, Ukraine;

NAUMOVSKA Olena – PhD, Assoc. Prof., Head of the Department of Agrosphere Ecology and Environmental Control, National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine;

LYALUK Nataliya – PhD, Assoc. Prof., Senior Researcher of the Institute of Evolutionary Ecology of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine;

KRAVETS Vasyl – Dr Hab., Prof., Rector of the Donbas National Academy of Civil Engineering and Architecture; professor of the Department of Applied Ecology, Chemistry and Labour Protection, Donbas National Academy of Construction and Architecture (Kramatorsk), Ivano-Frankivsk, Ukraine;

BILOKON Karina – PhD, Assoc. Prof., Deputy Director for Scientific Work of the Yu. M. Potebnia Engineering Educational and Scientific Institute; Associate Professor of the Department of Metallurgical Technologies, Ecology and Technogenic Safety of the Zaporizhia National University, Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine;

PETRUK Vasyl – Dr Hab., Prof., Director of the Institute of Environmental Safety and Monitoring; Head of the Department of Ecology, Chemistry and Environmental Technologies of the Vinnytsia National Technical University, Vinnytsia, Ukraine;

STEPOVA Olena – Dr Hab., Prof., head of the Department of Applied Ecology and Nature Management, National University «Yuri Kondratyuk Poltava Polytechnic», Poltava, Ukraine;

CHUGAI Angelina – Dr Hab., Prof., Dean of the Environmental Faculty of Odesa State Environmental University, Odesa, Ukraine;

PETKOV Serhii – Dr Hab., Prof., Professor of the Department of Constitutional and International Law of the V. I. Vernadskyi Taurida National University, Kyiv, Ukraine;
SHAPOVAL Stepan – Dr Hab., Prof., Professor of the Heat and Gas Supply and Ventilation Department of the Institute of Civil Engineering and Building Systems, Lviv Polytechnic National University, Lviv, Ukraine;

VASHCHENKO Volodymyr – Dr Hab., Prof., Professor of the Interdepartmental Scientific Centre for Fundamental Research on Energy and Ecology, Odesa, Ukraine;

KHANAeva Elvira – the Owner of Art Studio 22 ART HUB;

ISKIERDO Anna – Creative Director of the Architectural Bureau – A1MM;

DAVYDOV Hennadii – An Environmental Expert of the Corporate Social Responsibility Department of NPC "Ukrenergo", among other things, in checking the Reports on EIA and EIÁ sections of projects of new construction, reconstruction, modernization and repair of main energy facilities; internal auditor of NPC "Ukrenergo" in matters of implementation and compliance with the requirements of international standards ISO 9001, 14001;

POLEVOY Hennadii – Technological Engineer of the company Zinco Ukraine;

KUSH Lina – First Secretary of the National Union of Journalists of Ukraine; a member of the Commission on Journalistic Ethics;

KAMOLIKOVA Olga – Director and publisher of the magazine "Landscape and Architecture"; Head and founder of the Public Organization "International Club of Landscape Fans" and "Consulting Bureau "Landscape and Architecture", Kyiv, Ukraine;

GASIMOV Akif Fazil ogli – PhD, Prof., Vice-Rector for Academic Affairs, Azerbaijan University of Architecture and Construction, Baku, Azerbaijan;

GAVARDASHVILI Givi – Dr Hab., Prof., Academician of the National Academy of Sciences of Georgia, Director of the Tsotne Mirtskhulava Water Management Institute, Georgian Technical University, Tbilisi, Georgia;

KIPIANI Gela – Dr Hab., Prof., Professor of the Construction Machinery Department, Georgian Technical University, Tbilisi, Georgia;

KRISTESIAHVILI Elina – PhD, Assoc. Prof., Professor of the Construction Economics and Management Department, Georgian Technical University, Tbilisi, Georgia;

ULEVICZ Malgorzata – Dr Hab., Prof., Deputy Dean for Scientific Work of the Faculty of Civil Engineering, Czestochowa University of Technology, Częstochowa, Poland;

UJMA Adam – PhD, Adjunkt, Head of the Building Physics Laboratory of the Faculty of Civil Engineering, Czestochowa University of Technology, Częstochowa, Poland.
ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITTEE

TKACHENKO Tetiana — Dr Hab., Prof., Head of the Department of Environment Protection Technologies and Labour Safety, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine, a moderator of the conference;

MILEIKOVSKY Viktor — Dr Hab., Prof., Professor of the Heat-Gas Supply and Ventilation Department, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;

ZHUKOVA Olena — PhD, Assoc. Prof., Associate Professor of the Department of Environment Protection Technologies and Labour Safety, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;

KRAVCHENKO Maryna — PhD, Assoc. Prof., Associate Professor of the Department of Environment Protection Technologies and Labour Safety, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine;

HONCHARENKO Artem — graduate student, teacher of the Department of Environment Protection Technologies and Labour Safety, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, Kyiv, Ukraine.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DESIGN OF CONFERENCE MATERIALS:

Format of materials: A4, portrait orientation, materials should be saved and prepared in Microsoft Word format (*.doc or *.docx). Margins: all sides - 2.5 cm. Font: Times New Roman; font size – 14 pt. Line spacing: single. Text alignment: justify. Paragraph indentation: first line: 1.00 cm. Page numbering: not maintained. Figures and tables: must be submitted in the article immediately after the text, where they are references for the first time, or on the next page (the text is sent together with attached figures and tables). Formulas: must be typed using a formula editor (internal formula editor in Microsoft Word for Windows). References to the literature: in square brackets in the text [1, 2, 3] and bibliographic list at the end of the text. Footnotes and references on pages are not allowed. Figures must be legible, very thin lines are not allowed, and the text on the pictures shouldn’t be smaller than 12 pt. and no more than 16 pt. 12 pt text is allowed in the tables.

Amount: from 3 to 5 pages of A4 format (the text should completely fill each page)!

Manuscript template: The name of the report (capital, "bold") should be centred, after an empty line – the name of the author (bold italic), the next line – the name of the institution (italic), the e-mail of the author, after an empty line – the text of the report; after the end of the text with an empty line – a list of references according to DSTU 8302:2015 (the word “LITERATURE” should be written in bold, centred). It is recommended to type the text directly in the attached template.

Example

TITLE OF THE REPORT

Petrenko Petro Petrovych1, Vasylento Vasylivna Vasylivna2

1Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture, ppp@knuba.edu.ua
2Green House LLC, vvv@zeldim.com

Text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text (Fig. 1).
Text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Title 1</th>
<th>Title 1</th>
<th>Title 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text text.

**REFERENCES**


According to the results of the conference after successful peer review, the reports will be published in the following category "B" scientific publications:

- Environmental Safety and Natural Resources: [http://es-journal.in.ua/](http://es-journal.in.ua/);
- Ventilation, Illumination and Heat-Gas supply: [http://vothp.knuba.edu.ua](http://vothp.knuba.edu.ua);

The full texts of reports should be prepared according to the requirements of the relevant publication.

The materials for the conference together with the Participation Form (appendix) should be sent by e-mail to [kaflab241ecolog@gmail.com](mailto:kaflab241ecolog@gmail.com).

The organizing committee of the conference reserves the right to refuse publication of materials that don’t meet the requirements or are abstract, as well as to slightly edit the received materials. Authors receive an electronic version of the conference materials.

The duration of each speech is 7...10 minutes.

**Contact phone numbers of the organizing committee of the conference:**

**Olena Zhukova**  +38(096)8752104*, +38(063)8136063**;

**Tetiana Tkachenko**  +38(067)353-38-77**, +38(066)529-91-36

*–Viber;
**–Viber, Telegram, Whatsapp.
APPLICATION FORM

to participate in the II International scientific and practical conference "Green construction",
April 13-14, 2023, Kyiv, KNUCA

Full Name

Place of work (study)

Position

Academic degree

Academic title

Address

Contact phone number

E-mail

I plan to (highlight the necessary with the sign "√"):

[ ] publish theses and receive a collection of theses;

[ ] publish an article in a professional publication of category B

( ) Environmental safety and nature management;

( ) Ventilation, lighting and heat and gas supply;

( ) Problems of water supply, drainage and hydraulics;

[ ] to give a speech.

Conference materials together with the application should be sent by e-mail to

kaflab241ecolog@gmail.com

Notes.

1. The application form of at least one co-author must be attached to each report. If one author sends several reports and does not plan to publish them in specialized publications or will publish them in one publication (in different editions), then you can fill out one application form and complete all report materials. If it is planned to be published in different professional publications, the reports should be grouped by publication and sent in separate letters with separate application forms for easy forwarding to the editorial boards of the respective publications.

2. To fill in the answers, place the cursor over the middle of the corresponding horizontal line and enter your answer. To continue on the next line, place the cursor over the middle of the next horizontal line and enter the continuation of the answer. In the last question, simply select and copy the symbol and paste it between the brackets. Please note: you can only select one publication.